
 

Dive into inspiring shower worlds 

New types of jets, incredible design ideas, tangible added value 
– the innovative Kludi Dive shower head range offers a one-of-
a-kind, all-round wellness experience in the shower. 
 

• Kludi Dive hand showers redefine showering with the three 
new Body, Hair and Skin jets. 

• The design incorporates a cleverly positioned chamfer that 
creates an impressively light and modern look. 

• Stylish head showers and new shower systems round off the 
Dive range. 

• Special water-saving options help to conserve water and en-
ergy – without sacrificing any comfort and showering pleas-
ure. 

• Available from July 2023. 
 
Menden/Frankfurt am Main, Germany, in March 2023. ‘Kludi Dive 
delivers what I’ve always wanted from a hand shower.’ Celebrity 
hairdresser Chris Coenen cannot speak highly enough of the new 
shower head range from fittings specialist Kludi (www.kludi.com): 
‘Dive is the perfect solution for body, hair and skin with its brand new 
types of jet. These showers don’t just come with the feel-good factor 
– it’s a full-on wow factor! It brings real benefit and genuine added 
value.’ The fact that the Dive offers more than a conventional 
shower head also has something to do with Coenen himself. Indeed, 
the celebrity hairdresser, his team and many of his customers took 
part in a survey and test phase that the Menden-based premium 
brand for bathroom and kitchen fittings carried out before product 
development even began. ‘We asked 100 customers of celebrity 
hairdresser Chris Coenen what they thought would make for the per-
fect hand shower, and we then incorporated their responses into our 

http://www.kludi.com/
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development of the Dive. We want Dive to redefine showering,’ ex-
plains Arndt Papenfuss, Marketing Director of the Kludi Group. The 
focus during this phase clearly revolved around the needs and ex-
pectations of women. ‘They simply have higher requirements – es-
pecially when it comes to washing hair and rinsing out shampoo, 
hair treatments and styling products,’ adds Papenfuss. 
 
Body – Hair – Skin 
Kludi’s development team created three new types of jet based on 
these findings. Concentrically arranged on the spray head of the 
three-jet hand showers, they can be easily and conveniently 
switched over with a button. With maximum coverage, the Body jet 
is voluminous, soft and relaxing – for an unbeatable wellness experi-
ence in the shower. The Skin mode is a concentrated, gently tingling 
jet that massages the skin and invigorates. The Hair setting features 
a revolutionary type of jet:  powerful, surface-focused, with more wa-
ter and enough power to wash out shampoos and hair treatments 
thoroughly and quickly, even from long and thick hair. ‘Customers 
who tested the Hair jet are delighted to have finally found a solution 
that delivers both perfect results and saves time’ confirms Chris 
Coenen. 
 
‘Very, very cool!’ 
Besides its three impressive types of jet, the Dive also has a unique 
design. The ergonomically proportioned hand shower, for example, 
incorporates a cleverly positioned chamfer on the top of the shower 
head. This bevelled surface removes sharp edges from the Dive 
hand shower, giving it a fresh, modern and high-quality image. In 
combination with the slender silhouette of the shower head, the 
chamfered surface lends the hand shower an astonishingly aesthetic 
lightness. ‘It has a truly prestigious look about it – very, very cool!’ 
confirms Coenen, renowned in the industry for his creative flair. 
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An extensive range for diverse applications 
Dive hand showers are available in two sizes: the sDive with a 107 
millimetre shower head and the xDive with a 117 millimetre shower 
head one or three jets. They are both available with one or three jets 
and sold individually or in a set together with a shower rail or wall 
bracket for the bath. The new Dive shower head range also includes 
modern head showers: a round 255 millimetre wide model, as well 
as a rectangular soft-edge version with a 200 x 300 millimetre spray 
surface. The high-quality range of shower heads is available with 
chrome, matt black and matt white finishes. 
 
The range also comprises four new shower systems including a 
hand shower and round head shower. Customers can choose be-
tween the triple-jet hand showers sDive and xDive. These both 
come in two versions: the first designed for renovations, being ex-
tremely easy-to-install and using existing connections, and the other, 
a thermostat-based system. ‘Of course, a water-saving function is 
available on option for all Dive products,’ adds Papenfuss. This de-
vice, based on innovative water-saving technologies, restricts the 
water flow rate to a mere nine litres per minute without compromis-
ing the showering experience. 
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A well-organised, clearly positioned range 
Similarly to the former repositioning of its bathroom and kitchen fit-
tings, the premium brand is using the unveiling of its new shower 
head range to restructure its shower portfolio. ‘The tagline “Shower 
dreams – your personal experience” has enabled us to radically dif-
ferentiate the positioning of our shower head portfolio from that of 
our competitors, so that Kludi stands out clearly from the jungle of 
other products in the marketplace,’ explains Papenfuss. ‘Based on 
the idea that “less is more”, the well-organised range focusses on 
products that customers actually want and clearly differentiates be-
tween the three performance classes: Comfort, Comfort Plus and 
Excellence.’ Kludi has done this to help partners in the specialist 
wholesale and trade sector, as well as end consumers, find what 
they are looking for within the range and to facilitate sales advice 
and purchasing decisions. 
 
 

*** 
 
Captions 
 

 

 

 

 
Dive into inspiring shower worlds: The 
Kludi Dive hand showers not only inte-
grate some amazingly innovative design 
concepts, such as the clever chamfer on 
the top of the slender shower head, but 
the triple-jet models also feature three 
newly developed types of jet: Body, Hair 
and Skin. 
Photos: Kludi GmbH & Co. KG  
[230313_PI_KLUDI_Dive_01a.jpg and 
230313_PI_KLUDI_Dive_01b.jpg] 
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Kludi Dive hand showers are redefining 
showering. ‘Dive is the perfect solution for 
body, hair and skin with its brand new 
types of jet. These showers don’t just 
come with the feel-good factor – it’s a full-
on wow factor! It brings real benefit and 
genuine added value,’ according to celeb-
rity hairdresser Chris Coenen. The leading 
hair stylist and his team, together with 100 
customers, took part in a survey and test 
phase with the aim of finding out what 
makes the perfect hand shower – espe-
cially from a female point of view. The 
findings were fed back into the develop-
ment of Dive and the new types of jet: 
Body, Hair and Skin. 
Photos: Kludi GmbH & Co. KG  
[230313_PI_KLUDI_xDive 3S_Body_02a.jpg, 
230313_PI_KLUDI_xDive 3S_Hair_02b.jpg and 
230313_PI_KLUDI_xDive 3S_Skin_02c.jpg] 
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High-quality, modern, fresh: the chamfer 
on the shower head, which removes the 
sharp edges, together with the slender sil-
houette of the Kludi Dive hand shower 
lends it an amazingly aesthetic lightness. 
Photos: Kludi GmbH & Co. KG  
[230313_PI_KLUDI_xDive 1S_03a.jpg, 
230313_PI_KLUDI_xDive 1S_03b and 
230313_PI_KLUDI_xDive 3S_03c.jpg] 

 

 

 

 

 
Dive hand showers are available in two 
sizes: the sDive with a 107-millimetre 
shower head and the xDive with a 117-mil-
limetre shower head. They are both avail-
able with one or three jets and sold indi-
vidually or in a set together with a shower 
rail or wall bracket for the bath. 
Photos: Kludi GmbH & Co. KG  
[230313_PI_KLUDI_xDive 1S_04a.jpg, 
230313_PI_KLUDI_sDive 3S_04b.jpg, 
230313_PI_KLUDI_xDive 1S_04c.jpg and 
230313_PI_KLUDI_xDive 3S_04d.jpg] 
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The range also comprises four new Dive 
shower systems including a hand shower 
and a round head shower. They come ei-
ther with an integrated thermostat fitting or 
as a special ‘renovation’ model, designed 
for connection to the existing plumbing. 
Furthermore, customers can choose be-
tween the triple-jet hand showers sDive 
and xDive. 
Photos: Kludi GmbH & Co. KG  
[230313_PI_KLUDI_xDive 3S_05a.jpg, 
230313_PI_KLUDI_sDive 3S_05b.jpg, 
230313_PI_KLUDI_xDive 3S_05c.jpg and 
230313_PI_KLUDI_xDive 3S_05d.jpg] 

 

 

  
Modern shower head styles complete the 
Dive range. Customers can choose be-
tween a round 255 millimetre wide model 
and a rectangular soft-edge design with a 
200 x 300 millimetre spray surface. More-
over, these come with chrome, matt black 
or matt white finishes. 
Photos: Kludi GmbH & Co. KG  
[230313_PI_KLUDI_Dive_06a.jpg, 
230313_PI_KLUDI_Dive_06b.jpg, 
230313_PI_KLUDI_Dive_06c.jpg and 
230313_PI_KLUDI_Dive_06d.jpg] 

 
 
 

*** 
 
Kludi – the Sauerland-based fittings specialist 
Kludi GmbH & Co. KG, a family business founded in Germany’s Sauerland region in 
1926, represents almost 100 years of experience in the development and manufac-
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ture of high-quality bathroom and kitchen fittings. As a long-established fittings spe-
cialist, we are committed to producing products that combine outstanding ‘Made in 
Germany’ manufacturing quality, maximum functionality, innovative technologies 
and top-class design in a unique way. Kludi has never ceased to drive product de-
velopment within the bathroom and kitchen sectors with its ground-breaking solu-
tions. The Menden-based SME has some 170 inventions and 100 patents to its 
name, as well as numerous prestigious design and innovation awards. In 2022, 
Kludi was named one of the TOP 100 Innovators in the German SME sector. 
 
Kludi is committed to responsible sales. Forming mutually respectful commercial re-
lationships, Kludi is a reliable partner in the HVAC and skilled trade industries, as 
well as for kitchen studios, working in association with these customers to develop 
solutions that make their working days significantly easier and ensure their future 
sustainability. These solutions include particularly installation-friendly products, a fo-
cused, clearly organised bathroom and kitchen portfolio, and innovative solutions 
that improve the efficiency of business processes. 
 
The Kludi Group employs around 860 people in its sales and production companies, 
located in eleven different countries across Europe and Asia. Kludi fittings are man-
ufactured in the company’s fully integrated main manufacturing site in Menden, as 
well as in Hornstein (Austria), Diósd (Hungary) and Ras Al Khaimah (United Arab 
Emirates). From here, they are exported to over 100 different countries around the 
world. Kludi has been part of the RAK Ceramics Group since 2022. 
 
You can find out more about Kludi, the Sauerland-based fittings specialist, at 
www.kludi.com 

 
 

*** 
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Further information:  Kludi Corporate Communications 
    Press Agency 

KommunikationsKonsortium 
Dr. Carsten Tessmer 
Am Tief 24, 26409 Wittmund, Germany 
Mobile: +49 (0) 160 9913 6380 
kludi@kommunikationskonsortium.com 
 
Kludi GmbH & Co. KG 
Katrin Wiedemann 
Am Vogelsang 31–33, 58706 Menden, 
Germany 
Telephone: +49 (0) 2373 904-0 
presse@kludi.de 
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